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Anton Chekhov's play Uncle Vanya in a new version by Christopher Hampton. This version will
be first staged at the Vaudeville Theatre, London, on 25 October 2012 and run until 16 February
2013.'It's often said that the best of the Chekhov plays is the one you've seen most recently.
Uncle Vanya doesn't have a suicide, like The Seagull, or an adulterous couple and a duel more
or less indistinguishable from murder, like Three Sisters; nor does it seem to announce the end
of an era, like The Cherry Orchard: all it has is a series of ludicrously bungled attempts at murder
and suicide and adultery. Perhaps these failures are what makes it feel the saddest and most
truthful of these great tragi-comedies, in which, possibly unique to all drama, not a single word
seems redundant or out of place.'- From the author's introduction.



ANTON CHEKHOVUncle VanyaSCENES FROM COUNTRY LIFEa version byChristopher
Hamptonfrom a literal translation by Nina FroudContentsTitle PageIntroductionFirst
Performance in this versionCharactersAct OneAct TwoAct ThreeAct FourAbout Anton
ChekhovAbout Christopher HamptonAlso by Christopher HamptonCopyrightIntroductionWhen I
went to work for the Royal Court Theatre in 1968 as their first Resident Dramatist, I was lucky
enough to be involved in a radical new initiative, which had been launched there earlier in the
decade. Up until then, classic plays in translation were generally performed in the careful
academic versions prepared for Penguin Classics or some equally respectable publisher.
George Devine and his successor William Gaskill had however decided that the ability to write
speakable dialogue for actors was in all probability rarer than the ability to translate
knowledgeably and accurately from one language to another. In particular, they decided to apply
this theory to Chekhov. Thus, Ann Jellicoe had done a version of The Seagull, and Edward Bond
had tackled Three Sisters: now, Anthony Page asked me if I would like to take on Uncle Vanya,
to be produced at the Court early in 1970. As it happened, my first encounter with Chekhov (the
beginning, though I didn’t suspect it at the time, of a lifelong romance) was a school outing to the
Chichester Festival Theatre to see the legendary Olivier production of Uncle Vanya, with Michael
Redgrave, Olivier himself (as Astrov), Joan Plowright, Joan Greenwood, Sybil Thorndike and
Lewis Casson. Moved and impressed as I was, I couldn’t help feeling the play was, if not
sentimental, at least a little soft-centred, and the language a touch stilted and over-poeticised.
When I put this to Nina Froud, the kindly Russian woman Anthony Page had brought in to
supervise the translation – the editor, as I subsequently deliciously discovered, of the Penguin
Russian Cookbook – she immediately agreed. English Chekhov, she said, was infected with a
fatal lyricism, an indulgent melancholy quite alien to Chekhov’s brisk, lucid language and
sardonic humour; it was our task, she went on, to restore the hard edges of truth, so often
blurred by the wistful poeticising that had been the vogue: and this, fortified by many sensational
and substantial Russian meals, we set out to do. As if this were not enough of a pleasure and a
challenge, I was also vividly aware that Anthony had cast Paul Scofield as Vanya. Scofield was
indirectly responsible for the fact that I had wanted to work in the theatre in the first place: his
King Lear, in Peter Brook’s ground-breaking production (which I had seen on another school
outing) had so disturbed and moved me, I began to think a life in the theatre was something
worth attempting. Scofield was forty-seven at the time, precisely the stipulated age for Vanya –
and all his immense gifts for conveying thwarted intelligence, sarcastic fury, frustration, dejection
and despair were in full working order. I found rehearsals so exciting, I had difficulty
breathing. Respect for the text was so much the unquestioned gospel of the Royal Court that
Scofield did not ask for a single change in the lines; indeed, when I once managed to ask him
why one of his lines was so eccentrically phrased, it turned out I’d inadvertently left out a comma
and he was simply observing the punctuation. The play opened briefly at the Nottingham



Playhouse and then ran for six weeks or so at the Court. It closed on 4 April, as I recall, when
Colin Blakely, who was playing Astrov, was obliged to leave the country for tax reasons. Scofield
refused to consider acting opposite anyone else, so that was that. During its short run, I’d seen
the play at least thirty times: I can close my eyes to this day and hear Scofield’s astonishing
voice, full of a kind of sneering anguish, saying: ‘I was so proud of him and his academic career,’
the last word compressed into a single bitter syllable. It was the first of only a handful of
productions I’ve been involved with which soared far above my fondest hopes and imaginings. 

ANTON CHEKHOVUncle VanyaSCENES FROM COUNTRY LIFEa version byChristopher
Hamptonfrom a literal translation by Nina FroudContentsTitle PageIntroductionFirst
Performance in this versionCharactersAct OneAct TwoAct ThreeAct FourAbout Anton
ChekhovAbout Christopher HamptonAlso by Christopher HamptonCopyrightIntroductionWhen I
went to work for the Royal Court Theatre in 1968 as their first Resident Dramatist, I was lucky
enough to be involved in a radical new initiative, which had been launched there earlier in the
decade. Up until then, classic plays in translation were generally performed in the careful
academic versions prepared for Penguin Classics or some equally respectable publisher.
George Devine and his successor William Gaskill had however decided that the ability to write
speakable dialogue for actors was in all probability rarer than the ability to translate
knowledgeably and accurately from one language to another. In particular, they decided to apply
this theory to Chekhov. Thus, Ann Jellicoe had done a version of The Seagull, and Edward Bond
had tackled Three Sisters: now, Anthony Page asked me if I would like to take on Uncle Vanya,
to be produced at the Court early in 1970. As it happened, my first encounter with Chekhov (the
beginning, though I didn’t suspect it at the time, of a lifelong romance) was a school outing to the
Chichester Festival Theatre to see the legendary Olivier production of Uncle Vanya, with Michael
Redgrave, Olivier himself (as Astrov), Joan Plowright, Joan Greenwood, Sybil Thorndike and
Lewis Casson. Moved and impressed as I was, I couldn’t help feeling the play was, if not
sentimental, at least a little soft-centred, and the language a touch stilted and over-poeticised.
When I put this to Nina Froud, the kindly Russian woman Anthony Page had brought in to
supervise the translation – the editor, as I subsequently deliciously discovered, of the Penguin
Russian Cookbook – she immediately agreed. English Chekhov, she said, was infected with a
fatal lyricism, an indulgent melancholy quite alien to Chekhov’s brisk, lucid language and
sardonic humour; it was our task, she went on, to restore the hard edges of truth, so often
blurred by the wistful poeticising that had been the vogue: and this, fortified by many sensational
and substantial Russian meals, we set out to do. As if this were not enough of a pleasure and a
challenge, I was also vividly aware that Anthony had cast Paul Scofield as Vanya. Scofield was
indirectly responsible for the fact that I had wanted to work in the theatre in the first place: his
King Lear, in Peter Brook’s ground-breaking production (which I had seen on another school
outing) had so disturbed and moved me, I began to think a life in the theatre was something
worth attempting. Scofield was forty-seven at the time, precisely the stipulated age for Vanya –



and all his immense gifts for conveying thwarted intelligence, sarcastic fury, frustration, dejection
and despair were in full working order. I found rehearsals so exciting, I had difficulty
breathing. Respect for the text was so much the unquestioned gospel of the Royal Court that
Scofield did not ask for a single change in the lines; indeed, when I once managed to ask him
why one of his lines was so eccentrically phrased, it turned out I’d inadvertently left out a comma
and he was simply observing the punctuation. The play opened briefly at the Nottingham
Playhouse and then ran for six weeks or so at the Court. It closed on 4 April, as I recall, when
Colin Blakely, who was playing Astrov, was obliged to leave the country for tax reasons. Scofield
refused to consider acting opposite anyone else, so that was that. During its short run, I’d seen
the play at least thirty times: I can close my eyes to this day and hear Scofield’s astonishing
voice, full of a kind of sneering anguish, saying: ‘I was so proud of him and his academic career,’
the last word compressed into a single bitter syllable. It was the first of only a handful of
productions I’ve been involved with which soared far above my fondest hopes and
imaginings. It’s often said that the best of the Chekhov plays is the one you’ve seen most
recently. Uncle Vanya doesn’t have a suicide, like The Seagull, or an adulterous couple and a
duel more or less indistinguishable from murder, like Three Sisters; nor does it seem to
announce the end of an era, like The Cherry Orchard: all it has is a series of ludicrously bungled
attempts at murder and suicide and adultery. Perhaps these failures are what makes it feel the
saddest and most truthful of these great tragi-comedies, in which, possibly unique to all drama,
not a single word seems redundant or out of place. Christopher Hampton    October 2012

IntroductionWhen I went to work for the Royal Court Theatre in 1968 as their first Resident
Dramatist, I was lucky enough to be involved in a radical new initiative, which had been launched
there earlier in the decade. Up until then, classic plays in translation were generally performed in
the careful academic versions prepared for Penguin Classics or some equally respectable
publisher. George Devine and his successor William Gaskill had however decided that the ability
to write speakable dialogue for actors was in all probability rarer than the ability to translate
knowledgeably and accurately from one language to another. In particular, they decided to apply
this theory to Chekhov. Thus, Ann Jellicoe had done a version of The Seagull, and Edward Bond
had tackled Three Sisters: now, Anthony Page asked me if I would like to take on Uncle Vanya,
to be produced at the Court early in 1970. As it happened, my first encounter with Chekhov (the
beginning, though I didn’t suspect it at the time, of a lifelong romance) was a school outing to the
Chichester Festival Theatre to see the legendary Olivier production of Uncle Vanya, with Michael
Redgrave, Olivier himself (as Astrov), Joan Plowright, Joan Greenwood, Sybil Thorndike and
Lewis Casson. Moved and impressed as I was, I couldn’t help feeling the play was, if not
sentimental, at least a little soft-centred, and the language a touch stilted and over-poeticised.
When I put this to Nina Froud, the kindly Russian woman Anthony Page had brought in to
supervise the translation – the editor, as I subsequently deliciously discovered, of the Penguin
Russian Cookbook – she immediately agreed. English Chekhov, she said, was infected with a



fatal lyricism, an indulgent melancholy quite alien to Chekhov’s brisk, lucid language and
sardonic humour; it was our task, she went on, to restore the hard edges of truth, so often
blurred by the wistful poeticising that had been the vogue: and this, fortified by many sensational
and substantial Russian meals, we set out to do. As if this were not enough of a pleasure and a
challenge, I was also vividly aware that Anthony had cast Paul Scofield as Vanya. Scofield was
indirectly responsible for the fact that I had wanted to work in the theatre in the first place: his
King Lear, in Peter Brook’s ground-breaking production (which I had seen on another school
outing) had so disturbed and moved me, I began to think a life in the theatre was something
worth attempting. Scofield was forty-seven at the time, precisely the stipulated age for Vanya –
and all his immense gifts for conveying thwarted intelligence, sarcastic fury, frustration, dejection
and despair were in full working order. I found rehearsals so exciting, I had difficulty
breathing. Respect for the text was so much the unquestioned gospel of the Royal Court that
Scofield did not ask for a single change in the lines; indeed, when I once managed to ask him
why one of his lines was so eccentrically phrased, it turned out I’d inadvertently left out a comma
and he was simply observing the punctuation. The play opened briefly at the Nottingham
Playhouse and then ran for six weeks or so at the Court. It closed on 4 April, as I recall, when
Colin Blakely, who was playing Astrov, was obliged to leave the country for tax reasons. Scofield
refused to consider acting opposite anyone else, so that was that. During its short run, I’d seen
the play at least thirty times: I can close my eyes to this day and hear Scofield’s astonishing
voice, full of a kind of sneering anguish, saying: ‘I was so proud of him and his academic career,’
the last word compressed into a single bitter syllable. It was the first of only a handful of
productions I’ve been involved with which soared far above my fondest hopes and
imaginings. It’s often said that the best of the Chekhov plays is the one you’ve seen most
recently. Uncle Vanya doesn’t have a suicide, like The Seagull, or an adulterous couple and a
duel more or less indistinguishable from murder, like Three Sisters; nor does it seem to
announce the end of an era, like The Cherry Orchard: all it has is a series of ludicrously bungled
attempts at murder and suicide and adultery. Perhaps these failures are what makes it feel the
saddest and most truthful of these great tragi-comedies, in which, possibly unique to all drama,
not a single word seems redundant or out of place. Christopher Hampton October 2012Uncle
Vanya in this version was first performed at the Vaudeville Theatre, London, on 25 October
2012, produced by Kim Poster for Stanhope Productions, Nica Burns, Robert G. Bartner/
Norman Tulchin and Max Weitzenhoffer. The cast was as follows: Dr Astrov Samuel WestMarina
June WatsonVanya Voynitsky Ken StottYelena Anna FrielSerebryakov Paul FreemanSonya
Laura CarmichaelTelyegin Mark HadfieldMadame Voynitsky Anna CarteretYefim David
BannermanLabourer Antony GabrielDirector Lindsay PosnerDesigner Christopher OramLighting
Designer Paul PyantMusic Stephen WarbeckSound Designer Gareth OwenLiteral Translation
Nina FroudCharactersAlexander Serebryakova retired professorYelenahis wife, twenty-seven
years oldSonyahis daughter by a former marriageMadame Voynitskywidow of a privy
councillor,and mother of Serebryakov’s first wifeVanya Voynitskyher sonMichael Astrova



doctorIlia (Waffles) Telyeginan impoverished landowner

The book by Christopher Hampton has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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